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Abstract:  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly becoming a trusted advisor in people's lives. A new 

concern arises if AI persuades people to break ethical rules for profit. Employing a large-scale 

behavioural experiment (N = 1,572), we test whether AI-generated advice can corrupt people. 

We further test whether transparency about AI presence, a commonly proposed policy, mitigates 

potential harm of AI-generated advice. Using the Natural Language Processing algorithm, GPT-

2, we generated honesty-promoting and dishonesty-promoting advice. Participants read one type 

of advice before engaging in a task in which they could lie for profit. Testing human behaviour 

in interaction with actual AI outputs, we provide first behavioural insights into the role of AI as 

an advisor. Results reveal that AI-generated advice corrupts people, even when they know the 

source of the advice. In fact, AI’s corrupting force is as strong as humans’. 
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The corruptive force of AI-generated advice 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) shapes people’s life on a daily basis 1. It sets prices in online 

markets 2, predicts crucial outcomes, like health care needs 3, and makes recommendations 

ranging from entertainment content to romantic partners 4. Increasingly, AI can become a trusted 

advisor, thereby affecting people’s behaviour 5. As a case in point, Amazon’s chief scientist, 

Rohit Prasad, envisions that Alexa's role for its over 100 million users “keeps growing from 

more of an assistant to advisor” 6. A new concern arises if AI persuades people to break ethical 

rules. 

Advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP), one prominent branch of AI, render 

this concern more relevant than ever 7. Trained on big data, NLP algorithms can parse text to 

generate advice. For example, using NLP algorithms, large companies already analyse 

employees’ recorded sales calls and advise them how to increase their sales (e.g., gong.io). With 

the unconstrained objective function to maximise profits, such algorithms could recommend 

employees to break ethical rules. If a machine-learning algorithm, set to maximise profits, 

autonomously detects that deceiving customers pays off, it can advise this strategy to 

salespeople. Preventing such undesirable outcomes would require the designers of algorithms to 

be aware of its corrupting force, and explicitly constrain the algorithm from providing such 

harmful advice 8. Therefore, we examine: Can AI-generated advice successfully corrupt people? 

That is, will people sacrifice their honesty to follow AI-generated advice? 

AI-generated text increasingly appears human-like 9,10. People might mistake an AI-

generated advice as human-written and thus, unbeknownst to them, be influenced by AI. To 

prevent such misattribution and alleviate potential harm, governments, policy makers, and 

researchers recommend algorithmic transparency 11 — the mandatory disclosure of AI 12. While 

https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/0gBMl
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/3OBl
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/k56eD
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/ivet
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/guBL
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/BZPL
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/RAV6
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/J9CQ
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/dm2Q+w685
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/yw6r
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/Fh9RL
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being a popular policy recommendation, empirical evidence for its effectiveness to mitigate 

corrupting effects of AI is lacking.  

Aware that the advice stems from an AI, the way in which people react to corrupting 

advice is not trivial. On the one hand, people voice a general aversion towards relying on 

algorithms 13, especially in ethical domains 14. On top of that, people tend to follow social norms 

in ethically challenging situations 15–17 and advice generated by an AI is likely to be a weaker 

signal of a social norm compared to advice from a human. Thus, people might not follow 

corrupting AI-generated advice. On the other hand, when people are tempted to break ethical 

rules for profit, they do so as long as they can justify their actions 18,19. Further, people deflect 

blame for negative outcomes not only on other people 20, but also on algorithms 21. As such, 

corrupting AI-generated advice may suffice as a justification, convincing people to break ethical 

rules. Here, we test how informing people about the algorithmic source of advice affects their 

reaction to it.  

Methods 

We conducted a large-scale, financially incentivised, pre-registered experiment 

(https://osf.io/kns7u). In it, we employ the state-of-the-art NLP algorithm, Generative Pre-

Training 2 (GPT-2) 22, to produce AI-advice texts. To facilitate reproducibility 23, the training 

data and code are openly available (https://github.com/marloeshagens/GPT-2). We then assess 

participants' (dis)honest behaviour in response to such advice. Thus, we extend prior work that 

has either examined stated preferences towards algorithms in hypothetical scenarios or 

confronted participants with human-written texts that were labelled as AI-generated. The current 

experiment is among the first to adopt a machine behaviour approach 1, assessing how actual 

algorithmic output influences human behaviour.  

https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/yq2k
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/oY450
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/acR3+5kNM+lwXJ
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/UpKp+JhbX
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/C1ZU
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/PhSE
https://osf.io/kns7u
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/3woPO/?prefix=GPT-2%3B%20
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/jqwz
https://github.com/marloeshagens/GPT-2
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/0gBMl
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The design entailed two parts (Fig. 1). First, in the advice giving task we recruited 

participants (N = 395) to write advice. Participants were either incentivised to promote honesty 

or dishonesty in their advice. Using the two separate samples of human-written advice, we 

trained GPT-2 to generate corresponding AI-advice (see Fig. 1 Part A). 

Second, in an advice taking task, we recruited a separate sample of participants (N = 

1,572), who first read the instructions, then received an advice, and finally engaged in a task 

assessing (dis)honest behaviour. Specifically, we employed the well-established dyadic die 

rolling task 24, in which participants are paired in dyads, composed of a first and second mover. 

The first mover rolls a die in private and reports the outcome. The second mover learns about the 

first mover’s report, rolls a die in private, and reports the outcome as well. Only if the first and 

second mover report the same outcome (a double), they are paid according to the double’s worth, 

with higher doubles corresponding to higher pay. If they report different outcomes, they are not 

paid.  

Such behavioural cheating tasks have external validity across various domains 25,26. In a 

dyadic version, two moral motivations clash: telling the truth versus collaborating 24, rendering 

advice particularly valuable. In our novel set-up, first movers were the ones who received advice 

(see Fig. 1, Part B), hence, the behaviour of first movers is reported in the manuscript and second 

movers’ behaviour is reported in the Supplementary Materials.  

Before reporting the die roll outcome, participants randomly assigned to different 

treatments read an honesty-promoting or dishonesty-promoting advice that was either human-

written or AI-generated. Further, participants either knew the source of the advice (transparency) 

or knew that there was a 50-50 chance that it came from either source (opacity). Participants in 

the opacity treatment further engaged in an incentivised version of a Turing Test 10, in which 

https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/psUXi
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/loll+ILur
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/psUXi
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/w685
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they could earn additional pay if they guessed the source of advice correctly. Lastly, as a 

baseline, we implemented a control treatment in which participants did not receive any advice.  

The analyses in the main manuscript report linear regressions with two-tailed tests. 

Supplemental material on the Open Science Framework (see https://osf.io/g3sw2/) reports 

robustness tests, Bayesian analyses and analyses using alternative outcome variables as well as 

the exact ns for each treatment cell. 

 

  

https://osf.io/g3sw2/
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Fig. 1. Advice giving (A) and taking (B) tasks. (A) Participants were incentivised to write 

honesty or dishonesty-promoting advice. (B) Another group of participants engaged in the 

dyadic die rolling task. All first movers read an advice, and then reported a die roll outcome to 

the second mover. First movers read an honesty/dishonesty-promoting advice that was human-

written or AI-generated. Participants were either informed about the source of advice 

(transparency) or not (opacity). As a benchmark, another group of participants did not read any 

advice. 
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Results 

Overall, participants lied: Across all nine treatments, the average die roll outcomes 

exceeded the expected average if participants were honest (EV=3.5, ts(df>159) > 5.01, ps < 

.001). Further, when the source of the advice was not disclosed, AI-advice corrupts people. 

Linear regression analyses reveal that average die roll outcomes following AI-generated advice 

that promoted dishonesty (M = 4.99, SD = 1.42) significantly exceeded reports that followed 

either AI-generated advice promoting honesty (M = 4.22, SD = 1.51, b = -.76, p < .001, dCohen = -

0.53), or no advice (M = 4.22, SD = 1.56, b = -.77, p < .001, dCohen = -0.52). Honesty-promoting 

AI-advice failed to sway people’s behaviour. Namely, there was no difference in reported die roll 

outcomes between the AI-generated honesty-promoting advice and the no advice treatment (p = 

.965). Bayesian analyses corroborating these findings are reported in the Supplementary 

Materials). 

Put in perspective, relative to no advice, honesty-promoting AI-advice did not change 

average die roll reports at all [(4.22-4.22)/4.22 = .00], and dishonesty-promoting AI-advice 

increased reports by 18% [(4.99-4.22)/4.22 = .18]. Moreover, when not knowing the source of 

the advice, the effect of AI-generated advice was indistinguishable from that of human-written 

advice, as indicated by lack of advice type (honesty/dishonesty-promoting) by source 

(AI/human) interaction, p = .508. 

In the opacity treatments, participants’ responses in the incentivised version of a Turing 

Test indicated that they failed to reliably distinguish AI from human advice. They correctly 

identified the source in 52.95% of the cases, not exceeding chance levels (50%), binomial test, p 

= .128. 
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In light of this inability to detect AI, would transparency alleviate the corruptive force of 

AI-advice? Our results suggest no. A regression analysis revealed an insignificant three-way 

interaction between advice type, source, and information, p = .599. Both, among participants 

who received AI-advice as well as human advice, the two-way advice type (honesty/dishonesty-

promoting) by information (opacity/transparency) interaction was not significant (p = .357 and p 

= .859, respectively), Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Mean reported die roll outcomes across advice types, source, and information. Dashed 

line represents the expected mean if participants were honest (3.5). Mean (SD) are at the bottom 

of each bar, error bars indicate ±1 SE.  ***p < .001 ns: p >.05. 
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Since intelligent algorithms take an ever-growing role in human lives, research needs to 

examine their potential benefits and harms. Here we provide insights into how AI potentially 

contributes to (un)ethical behaviour 2. As adherence to (ethical) rules has immense impact on the 

welfare of society 15, AI could be a force for good, if it manages to convince people to act more 

ethically. Yet our results reveal that AI advice fails to increase honesty. Instead, AI can be a 

force for evil: advice generated by GPT-2 drastically increased dishonesty, even when people 

knew that the advice stemmed from AI. 

In fact, we provide first behavioural insights that in the role of an advisor, AI can corrupt 

people. Past research had shown that people deflect responsibility for their behaviour to advisors 

27. Our findings suggest that also AI-advisors can serve as scapegoats to which one can deflect 

(some of the) moral blame of dishonesty. Moreover, our results reveal that in the context of 

advice taking, transparency about algorithmic presence does not suffice to alleviate its potential 

harm, in contrast to the commonly proposed policy 11. Even when knowing that an algorithm, not 

a human, crafted the advice, people followed it. The power of self-serving justifications to lie for 

profits seems to trump aversion towards algorithms. 

Whereas previous work has revealed people’s stated aversion towards AI making ethical 

decisions 14 and reluctance to follow AI advice, 28, our behavioural results paint a different 

picture. When AI-generated advice aligns with individuals’ preferences to lie for profit, they 

gladly follow it, even when they know the source of the advice is an AI. It appears there is a 

discrepancy between stated preferences and actual behaviour, highlighting the necessity to study 

human behaviour in interaction with actual algorithmic outputs 1. 

Those with malicious intentions could use the forces of AI to corrupt others, instead of 

doing so themselves. Whereas having humans as intermediaries already reduces the moral costs 

https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/3OBl
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/acR3
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/wyUy0
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/yw6r
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/oY450
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/2gFtI
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/0gBMl
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of unethical behaviour 29, using AI advisors as intermediaries is conceivably even more 

attractive. Compared to human advisors, AI advisors are cheaper, faster, and more easily 

scalable. Employing AI advisors as a corrupting force is further attractive as AI does not suffer 

from internal moral costs that may prevent it from providing corrupting advice to decision-

makers. Furthermore, personalization of text can help to tailor the content, format and timing of 

the advice. As personalization is already successfully used in advertising 30, our findings likely 

reflect a lower bound estimate of the ability of AI to corrupt others.  

Because employing AI as a corrupting agent is attractive, and since AI rivals human 

abilities, it is important to experimentally test the corruptive force of AI as a key step towards 

managing AI responsibly. 

https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/HUud
https://paperpile.com/c/14iHVO/AgFN
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